
 

 
 

Bright CHAMPS offers courses for children to nurture mathematical and coding skills. Their 

adeptly crafted programs complement the school curriculum to fuel the latent talents of children and 

groom them towards future success in alignment with their natura

courses are for children right from Grade 1 and goes beyonf Grade 7. Bright CHAMPS arms kids with 

the most desired skills of the next generation, an extra edge a competitive edge to succeed in their 

predicted field. They envisage children to be the next technology leaders, innovators, artists, 

entrepreneurs and scientists of tomorrow. Their teachers and curriculum

of our approach to revolutionise the education system making it unique, immers

kids, sparking curiosity and thirst for learning

JOB PROFILE: 

 BDA Direct Sales 

ELIGIBLE GROUPS:   

 All Groups – ( B.Sc, B.Sc-(Computers), BCA,

 All 60% No backlog 

 
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: 

 Anyone who opt Degree 

 60% marks on over all career (

 No Active Backlogs 

 No year gaps in education career

 

SELECTION PROCESS: 

 Round 1: Group Discussion 

  Round 2: Personal interview 

Bright CHAMPS offers courses for children to nurture mathematical and coding skills. Their 

adeptly crafted programs complement the school curriculum to fuel the latent talents of children and 

groom them towards future success in alignment with their natural abilities and inclinations. These 

courses are for children right from Grade 1 and goes beyonf Grade 7. Bright CHAMPS arms kids with 

the most desired skills of the next generation, an extra edge a competitive edge to succeed in their 

envisage children to be the next technology leaders, innovators, artists, 

entrepreneurs and scientists of tomorrow. Their teachers and curriculum-designers are the flag

of our approach to revolutionise the education system making it unique, immers

kids, sparking curiosity and thirst for learning 

(Computers), BCA, BBA, BBA-DM)  

( SSC , INTER , Degree) 

career 

 

SALARY PACKAGE
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Bright CHAMPS offers courses for children to nurture mathematical and coding skills. Their 

adeptly crafted programs complement the school curriculum to fuel the latent talents of children and 

l abilities and inclinations. These 

courses are for children right from Grade 1 and goes beyonf Grade 7. Bright CHAMPS arms kids with 

the most desired skills of the next generation, an extra edge a competitive edge to succeed in their 

envisage children to be the next technology leaders, innovators, artists, 

designers are the flag-bearers 

of our approach to revolutionise the education system making it unique, immersive and holistic for the 

 

SALARY PACKAGE:           5.5    LPA 
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SELECTED STUDENTS IN BRIGHT CHAMPS @ 2021-2022 

ADITYA DEGREE COLLEGE :: AWDC KKD :: BRIGHT CHAMPS 
 

S.NO NAME OF THE 
STUDENT GROUP 

UNIVERSITY 
HALL TICKET 

NUMBER 
CITY (RESIDENCE) NAME OF THE 

PARENT (FATHER) PHOTO 

1 KARRI LEELA 
SOWMYA 

MPCS 190387102097 VISHAKAPATNAM KARRI BABURAO 

 

2 PASUPULETI 
GANGABHAVANI 

MPCS 190387102130 RAMACHANDRAPURAM  PASUPULETI 
SUBBARAO  

 

3 AAKULA PRATHIMA MPCS 190387102048 CHODAVARAM SURIBABU 
AAKULA 

 

4 PACHARI LAVANYA MECS 190387137471 VADLAMURU  SAI BHADRAM 
PACHARI 

 

5 
MUMMIDIVARAPU 
JYOTHIRMAYEE 
SURYA 

BCA 190377400098 KAKINADA MUMMIDIVARAPU 
VEERABABU 

 

6 BAYYAPUREDDY 
MANASA 

MSCS 190387109177 KAKINADA  B. LAKSHMANA 
RAJU 
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7 DASARI NITYA  BCA 190387400006 KAKINADA DASARI ARUN 
KUMAR 

 

8 ADABALA 
KANCHANA DEVI 

MSCS 190387109168 KAKINADA A RADHA 
KRISHNA 

 

9 KOPPIREDDY 
ASWINI 

MSCS 190387109225 KAKINADA SRINIVAS RAO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


